A new method is proposed to predict the safety of airport approaches from the pilot's perspective. The main hypothesis within this method is that safety diminishes when the pilot's task demand load increases. This means that an indication of safety can be obtained by modeling the pilot's task demand load. Instead of predicting the pilot's task demand load by modeling the pilot including all his/her limitations, both physically and mentally as closely as possible, the pilot's task demand load is predicted by modeling the pilot's environment as closely as possible (e.g. nominal trajectory to be flown in terms of the spatial and temporal constraints, the aircraft kinematics and dynamic constraints, the velocity profile, etc). Most of these environmental constraints can be modeled using flight mechanical considerations. Then a relatively simple pilot model can be employed to simulate the pilot's actions. To check whether such a relatively simple pilot model can give useful insight into the pilot's task demand load during an approach a simple test case is considered: a horizontal flight through turbulent air. A computer simulation was developed the results of which are compared to preliminary flight simulator tests. Trends predicted by the computer simulation can be identified in the results of the flight simulator tests. 
This paper will discuss a preliminary model of the aircraft, pilot and environmental constraints to verify whether the method to predict safety as explained above can generate useful results. The paper is structured as follows: first the global setup of the method will be explained. Second, the computer simulation, that was developed to test the method, will be described and the results of the computer simulation will be presented. Third, the setup and results of the preliminary flight simulator tests that were performed to verify the results of the computer simulation will be explained. And finally the conclusions will be presented.
II. Preliminary model and metrics for task demand load
As stated earlier, a preliminary model has been developed in order to check whether the proposed method can actually generate useful results. For this preliminary model the following factors from figure 1 are taken into account: the meteorological conditions in terms of atmospheric turbulence, the aircraft, the pilot and a small part of the approach trajectory (or STAR). How these factors are related is shown in figure 2 . As can be seen the pilot model consists of three sub-models that describe pilot scanning, memory and control behavior. First the aircraft model will be explained, followed by the environmental constraints (atmospheric turbulence and the approach trajectory). Thereafter each of the sub-models of the pilot model will be described. Finally it will be explained how the metrics for task demand load are derived out of the model. . Thus, in this preliminary set-up only motion in the vertical plane was considered. The choice for linear equations of motion and only motion in the vertical plane was made in order to keep the computer simulation simple. If this test case proves its usefulness, it will be extended to the six degree-of-freedom non-linear equations of motion. The aircraft used in the computer simulation is a Cessna Ce-500 (Cessna Citation I), a small two-engine jet (airspeed equal to 128 m/s (256 knots), altitude 5,000 m).
B. Environmental constraints
1. Atmospheric turbulence Turbulence was modeled according to the Dryden spectra 2 . Generally speaking, the strength or "level" of turbulence is determined through two parameters, i.e., the turbulence intensity σ and the turbulence scale length L g . Levels of turbulence intensity applied in the computer simulation ranged from 0 m/s to 3.2 m/s, with the turbulence scale length equal to 300 m. According to Ref. 5 turbulence intensities can be categorized as follows: clear sky turbulence = 1 m/s, cumulus = 1 -3 m/s and a thunderstorm = 2 -5 m/s.
Approach trajectory and accuracy
In this preliminary set-up, the reference trajectory (see figure 2 ) is a horizontal recti-linear trajectory, demanding the pilot to maintain a level flight and correct for disturbances, i.e., a typical disturbance-rejection task. It is clear that the task demand load depends on, among other things, the accuracy with which the turbulence rejection task needs to be performed. To determine reasonable accuracy margins, that are needed to "tune" our pilot model in the off-line simulations, a questionnaire was handed out to eight professional airline pilots , inquiring about what deviations in altitude and velocity they considered acceptable during initial and intermediate approach. Based on this questionnaire, it was concluded that altitude should remain within 50 feet of the reference altitude, and airspeed should stay within 10 knots of the initial airspeed.
C. Pilot model
The pilot model consists of three sub-models: the scanning model, the memory model and the control model. The line of approach that is chosen is to keep all the pilot models as simple as possible. It is not the intention to simulate the actual control actions and eye movements as they are performed by the human pilot, in the sense of exact scanning sequence or exact simulation of control actions. The simulated models will merely focus on giving an indication of how 'hard' the pilot has to work in order to fly the desired airport approach, independent of the fact whether this entirely resembles reality. All three pilot sub-models are explained below.
Scanning model
The visual sampling, or scanning, of the cockpit instruments is a process that consists of saccades, i.e., jerky eye movements where the eye fixation jumps from one point in the visual field to the other. Each fixation can be characterized by, among others, a location (the fixation center) and a dwell time (the fixation duration) 13 . To model pilot scanning it is thus necessary to be able to give a reliable prediction of the fixation sequence among the instruments, the fixation frequency (how often each instrument is fixated on) and the dwell time for each instrument.
To keep the scanning model simple, a fixed scanning sequence is chosen that corresponds with the scanning cycles pilots are taught during their training 7 . The scanning cycle for straight and level flight is depicted in Figure 3 . The attitude indicator is the main instrument and confirmation about the selected attitude is given by the altimeter and the course indicator. The fixation sequence is: attitude indicator -course indicator -attitude indicatoraltimeter -attitude indicator -course indicator, etcetera.
The dwell times on each instrument are chosen as fixed constants and equal to 0.5 seconds 4 for all instruments. Note that although the course indicator is part of the scanning cycle, and time is reserved in the simulation for the paper pilot to 'look' at it, it will not be used to perform correcting control actions since the task does not include lateral control. Further, it is assumed that no false readings or misinterpretations of the flight instruments occur.
It can now be determined how fast the pilot has to scan the instruments in order to perform a horizontal flight within certain accuracy margins. When the pilot needs to scan faster this can be seen as an indication of the fact that the pilot needs more information to achieve a certain level of performance.
Mental model
The mental model represents the pilot's memory. Naturally, pilots will not only react on the values that they read from the instruments at a certain moment in time, but rather combine these values with values scanned previously. To model this process, a First Order Hold (FOH) mechanism is applied for each instrument. The pilot remembers the values of the new and previous scans and, based on these two values, computes an expected value by linear extrapolation in time. This extrapolation ends when a new scan is available, at that time a new extrapolation starts again, see Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows how the variables are transformed while they pass through the computer simulation. The aircraft model generates a continuous signal that is displayed on the flight instruments and is sampled at discrete moments in time by the scan model, the mental model then transforms these discrete samples into a new continuous signal which can be used by the control model. The accuracy of the values generated by the mental model depends on the scan frequency and the frequencycontent of the signal being perceived. In our simulations, the first order hold approximation performed reasonably well, see Figure 6 . 
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Control model
It is decided to keep the model simple, to get a first indication of how hard the pilot has to work, rather than mimicking the pilot actual behavior as closely as possible. Instead of using the crossover model 8 or Optimal Control model 1, 6 in this preliminary survey a basic control model is chosen. In the simulation, the 'paper' pilot will perform correcting control actions based on the values that are generated by the mental model. Since the pilot scans the attitude indicator and altimeter these values will be altitude (h) and pitch angle (θ). The only control that is taken into account is the aircraft elevator as, in this simulation, only longitudinal motion is considered. Preliminary tests with the simulation models showed that the turbulence did not cause the aircraft airspeed to deviate more than 10 knots (the established accuracy margin), even without pilot controlling throttle. Therefore the control of the aircraft velocity could be discarded in this preliminary study, and the only variable to be controlled by the 'paper pilot' was altitude.
The following equations show in what way elevator deflection (δ e ) was computed from the altitude and pitch angle that the pilot scanned from the flight instruments:
These equations represent a simplified version of an altitude-controller reported in 3 . The reference altitude (h ref ) is defined by the reference trajectory and the desired pitch angle (θ des ) depends on the altitude deviation from the reference altitude. The altitude h and the pitch angle θ represent the altitude and pitch angle generated by the pilot mental model, perceived and extrapolated from the altimeter and attitude indicator, respectively. The controller gains K δh , K δθ and K θ are functions of the scanning interval, i.e., the time between two successive fixations on the same flight instrument. This is based on the Ziegler-Nichols rules which state that for a discrete system the effect of the proportional gains needs to be diminished and the effect of the integration and differentiation gains needs to be amplified when compared to a continuous system 11 . The controller gains can be expressed as, with the numerical values valid for this particular simulation set-up:
In these equations, T h and T θ represent the scanning intervals, i.e., the time between two successive scans, for the altimeter and attitude indicator, respectively. In a qualitative sense, this means that as the scanning interval for an instrument becomes larger, the first order hold model will extrapolate the scanned values over a longer period of time (see Figures 4, 5 and 6 ) and the original signal will be reconstructed less accurately. The mental model becomes less reliable, especially when rapid deviations occur, and therefore the control model does not react as 'confidently' on the data provided by the mental model as compared to the situation where the instruments are scanned more frequently, i.e., the control gains become smaller.
Similar to the scanning rate, the control activity of the paper pilot can be considered a metric of the task demand load, as it indicates the amount of control actions necessary to perform the task.
D. Metrics for task demand load
In total three metrics for the task demand load can be derived out of the previously explained model: the time to complete one primary scanning cycle, the task error and the control workload (see figure 7 ).
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Time to complete one primary scanning cycle.
For every turbulence intensity it is investigated how fast the paper pilot has to scan the flight instruments in order to perform the turbulence rejection task within the established accuracy margins. This is expressed in terms of 'maximum time to complete one primary scanning cycle', indicating how much time the pilot can allow himself to perform one primary scanning cycle: the higher this amount of time the slower the pilot can scan the instruments. A limit is imposed by the fact that the pilot needs at least 0.5 seconds per flight instrument, and therefore at least 2 seconds to complete a primary scanning cycle. A decrease in time to complete one primary scanning cycle indicates an increase in task demand load.
Task error
The task error is defined as the difference between the actual trajectory and the reference trajectory in terms of altitude and airspeed. An increase in task error indicates an increase in task demand load.
Control workload
According to Ref. 9 the root mean square of the control activity can be used as a control workload metric, where control activity is given by the power spectral density function of the control column deflection. Control column deflection is not known within the computer simulation, but assuming linearity between elevator deflection and control column (tests on a Cessna Citation I proved that this is a valid assumption for this type of aircraft), the control activity can be derived from the power spectral density of the elevator deflection. An increase in control workload indicates an increase in task demand load.
The next section will discuss the trends in these three metrics for task demand load when the turbulence level is increased. 
III. Results of the computer simulation
The model discussed in the previous section was captured within a computer simulation. With this computer model numerous simulation runs were performed for different levels of turbulence. The object of the runs was to determine the maximum time to complete one scanning cycle, the task error and the control workload, all as a function of turbulence intensity. The first paragraph will discuss the trend in these three metrics for task demand load. The second paragraph will clarify the relation between the three metrics for task demand load, and the third paragraph will focus on some factors that influence the trend for these three metrics.
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A. Metrics for task demand load
1. Time to complete one scanning cycle Figure 8 shows the results that are obtained from the computer simulation regarding the maximum time the pilot has to complete one scanning cycle. As was expected, the results show that with increasing turbulence intensity the pilot will have less time to perform one scanning cycle while keeping the aircraft within the 50ft altitude deviation. In other words, the pilot will have to scan faster with increasing turbulence. For very small turbulence intensities (smaller than 0.05 m/s) the pilot does not need to scan the flight instruments, for the turbulence will not cause the modeled aircraft (in this case the Cessna Citation I with stable dynamics)to exceed the limits for altitude. The higher the turbulence intensity, the less time the pilot has to perform a scanning cycle. However, it was previously noted that the pilot will need at least 0.5 seconds to scan each instrument. Since one scanning cycle consists of four separate scans, this means that in reality the pilot will need at least 2 seconds to perform one scanning cycle. If this physical limitation is taken into account, figure 8 transforms into figure 9: with increasing turbulence the scan cycle time decreases to 2 seconds, and from there on will remain constant at its physically minimum value of 2 seconds. 
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Task error
The fact that from a turbulence intensity of 1.1 m/s the scanning cycle time remains constant at 2 seconds will have an influence on the pilot's task error. This is because the pilot cannot scan the flight instruments as fast as necessary in order to stay within the set requirements. As a result the task error will increase, see figure 10 . It should be mentioned that from a turbulence intensity of 1.1 m/s the altitude deviation increases linearly because the aircraft system and pilot model that are used are linear.
Control workload
As explained previously, the control activity is derived from the power spectral density function of the elevator deflection, the results are given in figure 11 .
Looking at figure 11 the following can be noted. Control workload rises slowly as long as the turbulence intensity is lower than 1.1 m/s, for these intensities, the altitude remains within the set altitude limits, and the pilot will increase his scanning rate. For turbulence intensities larger than 1.1 m/s, the control workload rises much faster. The pilot is not able to increase the scanning rate since the minimum scanning cycle time of 2 seconds is reached, and therefore altitude deviation will increase with increasing turbulence intensity. In other words, up to a turbulence intensity of 1.1 m/s, part of the turbulence increase is taken care of by increasing the scanning rate. Above 1.1 m/s the entire increase in turbulence is covered by an increase in control workload.
The scattering of the data points in figure 11 can be explained by the random nature of turbulence: the figure represents the results of one particular realization of the stochastic process. Similar to the task error, beyond the 1.1 m/s turbulence level a linear relationship is found.
B. Relation between metrics for task demand load: the bend in the graphs
The computer simulation predicts a relation between the time the pilot has to perform one scanning cycle, the task error and the control workload. With increasing turbulence intensity the time to perform one scanning cycle decreases and will finally stabilize at a minimum value which results in a bend or knee in the graph. At the same turbulence intensity at which this bend occurs, a bend also occurs in the graph for task error. In the region to the left of this bend a constant task error is obtained equal to the given accuracy margin, in the region to the right of this bend the altitude deviation will increase. Finally, the control workload as a function of turbulence intensity is relatively constant (or increases slightly) before the bend occurs. To the right of the bend the control workload shows a much steeper relation with turbulence intensity.
As stated before, the time to complete one primary scanning cycle, the task error and control workload are metrics for the task demand load. The bend in all graphs now gives an indication of the maximum allowable task demand load the pilot can handle based on the imposed accuracy margins.
C. Factors that influence the location of the bend in the graphs
The location of the bend in all graphs depends on many factors. The effect of three factors will be considered in this paragraph: the effect of a less stable aircraft, the effect of a smaller minimum dwell time on all instruments and the effect of a larger accuracy margin for the altitude.
Less stable aircraft
It is expected that by decreasing the stability of the aircraft, it will be more difficult to keep the aircraft within the established accuracy margin of 50 ft and that, as a result, the bend in the graphs will move to the left. The stability of the Cessna Citation is decreased by moving the center of gravity forwards, thus influencing the value of the stability derivative C mα . Four different values for C mα are considered: C mα =-0.4093 (the value used for the results in the previous paragraphs), C mα =-0.4, C mα =-0.2 and C mα =-0.1, where C mα =-0.1 is the least stable aircraft. The results for the time to perform one primary scanning cycle are given in figure 12 . It can be seen that for a less stable aircraft the minimum time needed to perform a primary scanning cycle (2 seconds) is reached at a lower turbulence intensity. This shows that the bend in the graph indeed moves to the left. The resulting graph for task error is given in figure 13 .
Faster scan cycle
When the pilot is able to scan the instruments faster, i.e., when the pilot needs less than the previously assumed minimum of 0.5 seconds dwell time per instrument, the physical limit of 2 seconds for the primary scanning cycle as given in figure 9 will move downwards. Looking at figures 8 and 9 it can immediately be seen that if the limit moves downwards, the bend in the graph will move to the right. The results for the task error are given in figure 14: four different physical limits are now imposed on the minimum time to perform one primary scanning cycle: 2.5 seconds (a higher limit than previously assumed), 2 seconds (as assumed previously), 1.5 seconds and 1 second. Figure 14 indeed shows that the bend in the graph for the task error moves to the right as the physical limit is decreased from 2.5 seconds to 1 second. The graph also shows that the task error that occurs for higher turbulence American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics intensities (e.g. 3 m/s) is larger when the pilot is scanning at a physically minimum value of 2.5 seconds, than when the pilot is scanning at a physically minimum value of 1 second.
Larger accuracy margin
When the accuracy margin of 50 ft (see figures 10 and 14) is increased, e.g. to 100 ft, the bend in the graphs in all figures will move to the right. Since the accuracy margin is increased the pilot will manage to keep the aircraft within the limits for higher turbulence intensities. This is illustrated in figure 15, when figure 15 is compared to figure 14 it can easily be seen that the bend has indeed moved to the right.
These are the results as predicted by the computer simulation. To check whether the trends for the metrics for task demand load also occur in reality some preliminary flight tests have been performed. These will be discussed in the next section.
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IV. Flight simulator Tests
The preliminary flight tests that have been performed will be discussed in this section. The first section will explain the test set-up, the second section will present the results of the simulator tests.
A. Test set-up
A Frasca 121 fixed based flight simulator was used to perform the flight simulator tests. The airspeed was equal to 120 knots. Before the tests started the pilots were allowed to acquaint themselves with the simulator during ten minutes: first without turbulence, then with turbulence activated. During the flight time without turbulence the pilots could adjust the throttle setting in order to achieve the desired airspeed equal to 120 knots. As soon as the tests started the pilots were no longer allowed to change the throttle setting (in order to achieve similar conditions as in the computer simulation). As a consequence pilots could only use elevator-, aileron-and rudder control.
During the tests six different levels of turbulence were applied by the observers, in longitudinal, lateral and vertical direction. A qualitative sense of the magnitude of the turbulence was obtained by asking the pilots to give an indication of the degree of turbulence: level 1 -normal weather, level 2 -thermal weather, level 3 -strong thermal weather, level 4 -thunderstorms, level 5 -thunderstorms (more severe than level 4), level 6 -thunderstorms (more severe than level 5).
Flight simulator data were taped from the flight simulator computer. In order to determine the pilot's scanning process, the pilot's eye movements were tracked by the remote eye-tracking device of SensoMotoric Instruments.
B. Test results
Figures 16, 17 and 18 show the results of the flight simulator tests in terms of task error, time to perform one primary scanning cycle and control workload for all four pilots as a function of turbulence level. The task error is derived out of the simulator data in terms of 'peak values': every time the pilot exceeds the maximum allowable altitude deviation of 50 ft the highest value of altitude deviation is logged. The number of peak values in figure 16 thus indicates the number of times the pilot has exceeded the 50 ft altitude margin, additionally, the total percentage of time the pilot has spent outside the altitude limits is also registered (see figure 16 ). The time each pilot takes to perform a primary scanning cycle is derived out of the fixations results generated by the remote eye-tracking device, and the control workload is calculated using the flight simulator data.
1. Pilot 1 Figure 16 (a) shows that the number of peak values, as well as the time spent outside the altitude limits increases with increasing turbulence level. The task error exceeds the 50 ft limit for all turbulence intensities. The time pilot 1 takes to perform one primary scanning cycle decreases only slightly (but not significantly) with increasing turbulence level (figure 17). The control workload (figure 18) increases with increasing turbulence level. Pilot 1 thus seems to be operating to the right of the bend that was predicted by the computer simulation in figures 8, 9 and 10.
Pilot 2
For pilot 2 the number of peak values increases with increasing turbulence level, and so does the percentage of time spent outside the altitude limits, as a result it can be stated that the task error increases with increasing turbulence level ( figure 216(b) ). The time to perform one primary scanning cycle is constant for pilot 2 and does not change with turbulence intensity (figure 17). The control workload (figure 18) increases with increasing turbulence intensity. Again it can be concluded that the behavior of pilot 2 corresponds to the region to the right of the bend in figures 8, 9 and 10.
Pilot 3
When neglecting the small number of peak values and the small percentages of time pilot 3 spent outside the altitude limits ( figure 16 (c) ) it can be stated that pilot 3 manages to keep the aircraft within the altitude margin of 50 ft for all turbulence levels. The time pilot 3 took to perform one primary scanning cycle was significantly larger than for pilots 1 and 2, figure 17, and maintained a value of approximately 4000 ms, independent of the level of turbulence. Control workload for pilot 3, figure 18 , also remains at the same value, independent of the turbulence level.
Summarizing, pilot 3 remained within the altitude limits, with a constant time for one primary scanning cycle, and a constant control workload. These metrics do not show that the pilot has to work 'harder' for higher turbulence intensities. However, when looking closer at the pilot's scanning behavior, it was found that, with increasing turbulence level this pilot focused more and more on the attitude indicator, increasing to a maximum of 93% of the total dwell time and 80% of the total number of fixations with only a sporadic (short dwell time) scan on the Course Indicator, while all other instruments were virtually neglected. The primary scanning cycle was reduced to only one instrument which is scanned at an infinite scanning rate (almost continuously) and it is no longer correct to speak of an actual scanning cycle.
If the behavior of pilot 3 had to be compared to the graphs in Figures 9, 10 and 11, his behavior would be located to the left of the bend, as he maintained the aircraft within the altitude limits and changed his scanning behavior, while control workload remains constant.
Pilot 4
Figure 16 (d) shows that for pilot 4 there are many registered peaks for each turbulence level and that a considerable percentage of time was spent outside the altitude limits. Task error increased for higher levels of turbulence. The time pilot 4 took to perform one primary scanning cycle decreased with increasing turbulence level, Figure 17 . Control workload, Figure 18 , increased slightly for the turbulence levels 1-5 and jumps to a higher value for turbulence level 6.
By decreasing the time to perform one scanning cycle, this pilot managed to keep control workload at a low level until it finally starts to increase at turbulence level 6. This could indicate that the behavior of the pilot is located to the left of the bend in Figures 9, 10 and 11 . Task error, however, does not correspond to this region. The question remains whether the altitude deviation would have remained within the 50 ft limit if the pilot would have decreased the time for one primary scanning cycle sooner (for lower turbulence levels). It is impossible to obtain an answer to this question with the present data.
General results
With respect to the hypothesis it can be said that the experiment showed a relation between pilot scanning behavior and control workload. When pilots adapt their scanning cycle, like pilots 3 and 4, control workload can be kept at a lower level. When pilots do not change their scanning behavior, pilots 1 and 2, control workload increases for higher levels of turbulence. The behavior of three of the pilots seems to be located to the right of the transition turbulence level that was found in Figures 9, 10 and 11. The behavior of one pilot seems to be to the left of the transition turbulence level. There are not sufficient results to clearly indicate the location of the bend in each graph for each pilot. Although the results indicate a connection between control workload, scanning behavior and task error, more tests are mandatory to further investigate this relation. 
IV. Conclusion
A new method is proposed to consider the safety of airport approaches from the pilot's perspective. The main hypothesis within this method is that safety diminishes when the pilot's task demand load increases. Instead of predicting the pilot's task demand load by modeling the pilot and the pilot's actions as closely as possible, the pilot's task demand load is predicted by modeling the environment and the constraints within this environment as closely as possible. Most of these environmental constraints can be modeled using flight mechanical considerations. Then a relatively simple pilot model is employed to simulate the pilot's actions.
To check whether such a relatively simple pilot model can give useful insight into the pilot's task demand load during an approach a simple test case is considered. A computer simulation has been developed. The computer simulation predicted that with increasing turbulence, the pilot has to increase the scanning rate to keep the aircraft within the set altitude limits. When the pilot reaches the physically maximum possible scanning rate, as assumed by our model, the altitude deviation starts to increase with higher levels of turbulence. As a result scanning workload will rise linearly with increasing turbulence, and control workload will first increase slowly, until the maximum scanning rate is reached, and from that point control workload will increase much faster. The scanning workload, control workload and the altitude deviation are descriptors of the pilot's task demand load. The turbulence intensity for which the physically maximum possible scanning rate is reached, for which the altitude deviation starts to exceed the imposed limits and for which the control workload starts to increase rapidly (an observable bend or knee in all graphs) now gives an indication of the maximum allowable task demand load the pilot can handle based on the imposed accuracy margins.
The results of flight simulator tests show that these trends in scanning and control behavior are actually present in reality. The maximum scanning rate and the level of turbulence where this maximum scanning rate is reached however (the bend or knee in the graphs), is different for each pilot and probably depends largely on the experience of the pilot. The control workload during the tests turned out to be higher than predicted by the computer simulation.
The overall conclusion is that the computer simulation and the preliminary flight simulator tests show that it is possible to predict trends in scanning and control behavior with a computer simulation consisting of very simple, basic pilot models. Scanning and control workload in its turn give an indication of the pilot's task demand load and hence an indication of the safety of a certain flight phase.
Obviously more simulator tests will have to be performed to validate the model, with more pilots and in more sophisticated flight simulators. Currently work is in progress to expand the simulation model to a three dimensional environment and to incorporate maneuvers. The simulation program could eventually lead to an objective means to obtain an indication of the pilot's workload during certain flight phases or maneuvers.
